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Scientific project presentation
Members of Young Researchers Association of CREM, Research Center on Mediations,
organize a conference on May the 22nd and 23rd 2014 with the purpose of exposing and discussing
methodological issues around the concept of the public and its margins. This scientific meeting
aims at bringing together PhD students and young PhD holders from various disciplines of Social
Sciences and Humanities.
The concept of the public is not obvious in all disciplines: extensively sought by the
Cultural Institutions Studies and by the Communication and Media Science, the concept of the
public is more marginal in Linguistics, Literature and Art, for example, but also comes with
other notional terminologies (receiver, recipient, co- enunciator, participants, readers, viewers,
listeners, etc.). This concept is also opposed to other similar ones in a given field of study, such
as the notion of users in Media Analysis. However, despite these terminological divisions, crosscutting issues arise about the topic "public" (the noun "public" is used here in its generic sense):
representation and role of the public from production to reception, its participation and
reflexivity, categorization of the public, etc. In the title of the conference, the assumption of
plurality leads us to explore manifold conceptions, types and distinctions which cover the
concept of the public and its disciplinary variations. The opposition "public"/ "refractory public"
proposes to question the public and its margins.
The concept of the public is often essential for production or reception analysis on
objects, facilities and conceptual patterns. The use of this concept requires to work on its
construction and representations of it and on the elaboration of relevant analytical frameworks.
Tackling the subject of the audiences' typologies requires methodological choices based on the
conceptualization of the public, or suggested by a conception of audiences. Depending on the
topic of the study, some of these methodological choices are as follows: terminology,
measurement tools, composition of corpora, methods of inquiry. This proposal to discuss the
concepts of public, audiences and refractory public in terms of methodology in an
interdisciplinary conference aims at enabling young researchers to submit methodological
fundamentals, analyses, results (even partial) and questions remaining on a topic where the
concept of the public, its margins or its disciplinary variations are at stake.
As an exploratory suggestion, here are some issues to be addressed:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What are the role and the definition of the public in the selected theoretical field?
Which representations do the concepts of public, refractory public or "almost - public " convey?
What is the relevance of the categorization of audiences met in social space?
Which analytical categorizations are adopted by the researcher?
What methods and tools are appropriate to make a survey on the different types of audiences,
almost -public, refractory public?
What investigations methods are to deploy to reach the digital "public user "?
How to access non-contributory public, lurkers of digital media which are silent but not passive?
What are the marks or traces of the public in artistic works?
How to approach the expression of reflexivity of the public and the interpretive process in
production and reception?
How to build a corpus to study a specific audience?
What methods to make observations about the users of mediation or institution’s facilities?
Etc.
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All proposals for communication that will cover methodological issues related to the public
(or any kind of recipient or non recipient of a work, or any kind of users of mediation facilities)
will be examined. Proposals will be grouped together under the following themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The recipient and the work or the media content
Users and mediation facilities
Public and cultural activities
Circulation of the representation of works and media content

Submission modalities
Proposals are due by November 29th, 2013. An abstract is to be sent in French or in
English (maximum 5000 characters including spaces, Times New Roman, font size 12, single
spaced, with a maximum of 8 references, 5 keywords, title, .doc format) to
ajccrem@gmail.com. The title of your message will be « Proposition PNP: YOUR LAST NAME,
YOUR FIRST NAME ». The message will be giving the following information: last name, first
name, e-mail address, academical/professional position, university and laboratory of affiliation,
name of your supervisor, title of your paper. In the attached document should only appear the
title of the paper, abstract, references and five keywords (your last name, first name and
laboratory name should not be included).
In the abstract, you will expose the axis of your choice, the problematic, the theoretical
field, the results obtained or expected, and the plan of action. Abstracts will be evaluated
according to their relevance to the conference theme, and to their scientific and editorial
quality by the Scientific Review Committee.

Schedule
Submission deadline: November 29th, 2013
Notification of acceptance: December 20th, 2014
Submitting papers for the proceedings: February 28th, 2014
Evaluation of the papers: March 28th, 2014
Conference: May 22th-23th, 2014
Sending the final versions of the papers: June 27th, 2014
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